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a fairly recent one, then go to one middle, and then one back, and one in the

middle again, and then one .... 11....you see. That is, it doesn't work out in that

wIy. Question:/ Yes, well, there were long long periods. The Bible doesn't tell

us when they were 11 it may have been we don't knowQ.uestion

creation of man AAM: Well, they might have been before the creation of man,

or they might have been after. Question? Could there have been cave men? AAM:

Oh, there are cave men today. I was very interested when I was in Palesting, I

rode on horseback down through the back gountry of Palestine, and there we came

down through that country on the edge of the desert, down through old Jerash which

was a Roman city in the time of Christ, which was destroyed by an earthquake

about 3000 a.d., and it as most interesting as you come down the road, to see

three civilizations. Over here on the left we saw caves with people living in theit

many of them. I was down in Tuccoah, the home of Amos, and there was a cave which

had three women living in it, in 1929, there wer three women with about 12 childrer

who were living in that cave there. In many ..12.today there are people living in

caves, and in Jerash there we saw these people living in thes caves on this side,
were the

and over on this side here there wzx columns of this great city, which existed

there 1500 years ago. People live in caves in many of our l2




Question: In other words, what we are talking about is that the cave men were

supposed to have been about 250,0000 years ago and they have done paintings on

the cave wall. Could then, these, as you say, have been diversions of men that

were later in the period ....Eow would you explain that they had lived 200,000

years agog' Wt±xx AAM: Well, there are some cases where you can have pretty

good evidence of people along time ago. There are other cases where ou can't.

But in a cave would be very hard to state the time, because you might have geologi

cal strata here which took probaly several million years to build, and yet down in

the lower part of it there must be a cave where people were living in it just

recently. That could easily be, and so it is very hard with a cave that has an

opneing where you can get in and out to tell when it was, and now

.

u~ih the cave

was completely covered over with ge1ogica1 strata, then you would have some evi

ddnce from a very early timed, and some of these stones seem to be pretty good evi

dence for a very early time, but the actual cave men writings and so on, in most of
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